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March 19, 3, Views. SUVs have definitely become popular in the past few years, taking the place
of minivans for many families. However, that fact comes into question when considering the
depreciation value of the vehicle in just a matter of years. This is mainly due to extremely low
fuel economy and a dated cabin look to even the models. Offered in both standard and
long-wheelbase Max body styles, the Expedition offers three spacious rows of seating, plenty of
room for cargo, and up to a pound towing capacity when properly equipped. Under the hood is
a twin-turbocharged 3. The price tag for such an Expedition, however, renders its value
questionable when compared with legitimately premium rivals. Driving dynamics are dull, too,
and the Expedition always feels as massive as it is, which can cause some anxiety when
navigating tight spaces or changing lanes in heavy traffic. The Ford Expedition is quite the
beast, boasting much of the capability of an F pickup truck but the family-hauling utility
expected of a large SUV. The Expedition was recently updated for the model year, and is
currently in its fourth generation. It comes in two sizes: the standard Expedition as well as the
larger, longer-wheelbase Expedition Max, adding even more room to this already capacious ute.
Its size is its biggest strength, and its most obvious compromise. Every Expedition also has 15
cupholders and a power-folding third-row seat. Our Platinum test vehicle featured niceties not
available on lesser trims such as multicontour front seats with a massage function, leather
door-trim accents, real wood on the center console, and a steering wheel wrapped in premium
leather. With three rows of seats and two lengthy body styles, the Expedition and Expedition
Max were made to haul people and propertyâ€”lots of people and property. While we only tested
the extended version, it had competitive carry-on capacity and unbeatable interior cubby
storage. Every model has a power-folding third row that can be controlled from the cargo area
or back seats. Both second and third rows fold completely flat for a level floor, making it easier
to load cargo. About the only thing the also offers up is the available, not standard, leather
steering wheel, and the seating for up to 8 people. Never before has an Expedition been this
spacious, this covered in interior luxury. Ford re-styled the exterior of the Expedition to
capitalize on its full-size physique. They did so by offering a powerful rebirth of the King Ranch
trim, featuring inch six-spoke painted machined-faced aluminum wheels. If that took awhile to
say, just remember that the King Ranch takes a little while to fully absorb. The new Ford
Expedition had an award-winning exterior in itself, but the model is simply an upgrade from an
already winning formula. The interior depends, of course, on trim level, but overall we like what
Ford has done here. The design is shared with the F, meaning its blocky and truck-ish, but there
are enough differing surfaces and shapes to keep things interesting especially on luxurious
upper trim levels like the new King Ranch. The seating is spacious and comfortable for long
drives. It comes with a standard 8-inch touchscreen, which responds well to inputs and swipe
gestures. Besides that, both systems work well with Sync. Also available are wireless phone
charging and a 4G LTE wi-fi hotspot that can connect up to 10 devices. Rear passengers can
enjoy an optional dual-headrest rear-seat entertainment system that includes the ability to
stream from a device or a home cable account. The rear-drive Expedition is rated by the EPA at
17 mpg city and 24 highway; the all-wheel-drive version drops to 22 highway. Both the
regular-length Expedition and the longer Expedition Max delivered 20 mpg on our mile highway
fuel-economy route. Expediting the Expedition is a twin-turbocharged 3. All Expeditions employ
an independent rear suspension that provides better ride and handling than the live-axle setups
on Chevrolet and GMC alternatives. While passengers are comforted by its soft ride, the driver
is penalized by ungainly handling and imprecise steering feel. Those who can afford the
top-of-the-line Expedition owe it to themselves to check out the 10Best-winning Mercedes-Benz
GLS-class for the best overall driving experience. The XLT model with the package offers
luxuries such as a foot-activated liftgate, remote start, heated and ventilated front seats, and a
heated steering wheel. We would make one suggestion in the name of vanity: Swap the
standard inch wheels to a set of more attractive and proportionally appropriate inch rollers to
keep the Expedition XLT from looking too bargain-basement. For , every Expedition now comes
standard with the Ford Co-Pilot suite of accident avoidance tech. Turbocharged performance.
Prior to the current generation, the Expedition was exclusively powered by big-displacement
V8s. Since , however, Ford has made the Expedition only available with a 3. Ford provides the
Expedition with a solid warranty that even beats Mercedes-Benz with longer powertrain
protection. Optional equipment not included. Not all vehicles qualify for A, Z or X Plan. Vehicle
image shown is for illustration purposes only and may not be base vehicle. With styling that
accentuates comfort and capability, seating for up to eight, plus loads of cargo room, it makes
sense that the Expedition is continuing its impressive run as the J. The Expedition has more hip
room in the first and second rows than the Tahoe and Yukon as well as best-in-class secondand third-row leg room. Surrounded by all the tech your modern life desires, you will be able to
sit back and relax while staying connected to our busy digital world. To see what extra features

come on the Limited, King Ranch and Platinum trim levels, check out this breakdown of
features, pricing and specs here on Autoblog. It can be had in either rear- or four-wheel drive.
Regardless of which Expedition you choose, its fuel economy beats that of the Nissan Armada
combined mpg , the Toyota Sequoia combined , most Chevy Tahoe configurations combined
and Suburban configurations combined. That Expedition can tow up to 9, pounds, which is
more than the Armada 8, pounds , Sequoia 7, pounds , Tahoe 8, pounds and Suburban 8,
pounds. However, it has all the latest driver-assistance tech, including automated emergency
braking and lane-keeping assist as standard. Key safety features include:. Ford has added the
King Ranch trim to the new Ford Expedition , which comes loaded with luxury items such as
power-retractable running boards, inch wheels, premium Del Rio leather upholstery, and real
wood trim. Range-topping Platinum models receive a new inch wheel design and leather
upholstery that covers more of the cabin. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Table of Contents:. One
comment. Michael J Kozlowski December 16, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. It is the Ford Expedition which may be easily regarded as one of
the finest sports utility vehicles on the highway. Nonetheless, the carmaker is also
concentrating on the most recent edition of this model that can enter the market as the Ford
Expedition. The Ford Expedition Luxury will likely be a carryover so we are not wanting further
changes. The Ford Expedition Luxury is every little thing. Simply because of its dimension, it is
very easy to place the Expedition SUV in the parking area or on the street. This model is As you
may know, the total-dimension SUV attracts some design cues from the F truck. The entrance
portion can have more stainless trims about the grille and LED front lights. The LED system can
be obtained on the taillights as properly, and it also is normal. The Expedition is created never
to only carry individuals, but additionally to haul. For this reason, pull hooks and a recipient
problem are normal. You can discover these characteristics under the entrance and rear
bumpers. Thanks to the top trim levels this kind of as Limited and Platinum, Expedition delivers
darker aluminum tires as normal. Individuals rims are starting from 20 to in. If you are searching
for luxury, the Platinum model is providing moonroof as regular. The interior of the forthcoming
Ford Expedition Luxury will discover some improvements, just like the exterior. Dash panel
design is a bit diverse and the center gaming system will receive a bit much fewer control keys.
The new rotary gearshift button is regular and the cabin will receive extra stainless and wooden
trims. As we stated, the interior can obtain up to several passengers throughout the three lines
of seating. The Sync3 infotainment system will receive an upgrade and the infotainment show
will always be. One more TFT show is regular, together with the two-area environment
management, Bluetooth and navigation. Top trims this kind of as Limited or Platinum are
supplying much more regular characteristics. Which includes Wi-Fi hotspot, leather covers,
strength collapsable chairs, and breathtaking roofing. BAndO premium sound system is in the
provision and the rear passengers are now able to appreciate in the new entertainment system.
For the time being, only one engine is readily available for the Ford Expedition Luxury. This
system is making hp and lb-feet of torque. That is a great deal, for a total-dimensions SUV like
Expedition. Nonetheless, this engine is approaching with a speed automatic transmission and
4WD is recommended. The fuel economy is excellent, as we mentioned above. Ford Expedition
has nearly the same fuel economy as some smaller sized, mid-size Sports utility vehicles. The
Expedition is averaging up to 24mpg on the highway and 17mpg in the city. Our website is made
possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by
disabling your ad blocker. Prev Article. Next Article. Tags: ford expedition king ranch ford
expedition king ranch suv ford expedition changes ford expedition diesel ford expedition hybrid
ford expedition interior ford expedition king ranch Ford Expedition Luxury ford expedition max
ford expedition release date ford expedition redesign k ford expedition. Ad Blocker Detected
Our website is made possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. The monthly
payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease,
you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites
and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more
encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability
history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that
the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most
exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its
class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles
of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect
for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the Ford Expedition. Colors generally
differ by style. We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on
the new Ford Expedition. This is how it works:. We have information you must know before you

buy the Expedition. We want to send it to you, along with other pricing insights. I agree to
receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. We will not
spam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy Po
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Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money
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best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the following way:
5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. See Used Expedition
Listings. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give
you a great price on the new Ford Expedition. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your
negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. New
Car Quick Quote Ford. Please select a model expedition. Get Your Price. Insider Information We
have information you must know before you buy the Expedition. Your Email Submit. Thank you.
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